We have used resonant, coherent soft x-ray scattering to measure wave vector resolved magnetic domain memory in Co/Pd multilayers. The technique uses angular cross correlation functions and can be applied to any system with circular annuli of constant values of scattering wave vector q. In our Co/Pd film, the memory exhibits a maximum at q = 0.0384 nm −1 near initial reversal that decreases in magnitude as the magnetization is further reversed. The peak is attributed to bubble domains that nucleate reproducibly near initial reversal and which grow into a labyrinth domain structure that is not reproduced from one magnetization cycle to the next.
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The crossover mechanism of various statistical parameters of a complex system as it evolves from microscopic to mesoscopic length scale is a fascinating topic of research. Examples of such are ubiquitous in nature and are exhibited in diverse soft, hard and biological material systems. In particular, in a magnetic system that exhibits field driven hysteresis, disorder is a key statistical parameter that determines the degree of repeatability of the microscopic domain pattern. Magnetic return point memory (RPM) and complementary point memory (CPM) quantify how closely the domain pattern is reproduced after a full or half magnetization cycle, respectively.
1 While magnetometry shows reproducible hysteresis loops, it is not obvious that such is true at the length scale of domains. Statistical characterization of how memory varies between microscopic and macroscopic length scales remains an important yet rarely studied aspect of material complexity. field followed by a monotonic change of the magnetization until saturation is evidence of abrupt domain nucleation followed by slower magnetization reversal. Transmission x-ray microscopy studies of similar CoPt multilayer films have revealed that the mechanism for magnetic reversal is bubble domain nucleation followed by growth of 'worm' domains into a full labyrinthine pattern of random orientation.
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The coherent soft x-ray scattering experiments were conducted on beamline 12.0.2.2 at the Advanced Light Source located at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. Figure 1 (b) illustrates the geometry for the experiment, which was conducted at room temperature.
The linearly polarized incident soft x-rays were tuned to the Co L 3 edge to achieve high To collect data we take 0.2 s images at each field in the sequence (-512 mT, H a , H a , 512 mT, −H a , −H a ), repeated four times. Images collected at applied fields H a and −H a constitute a CPM measurement, whereas images collected at H a or −H a in different field cycles constitute an RPM measurement. The two consecutive images collected at H a or −H a are perfectly correlated except for uncorrelated read-out noise since the domains are static at room temperature and constant field. Collecting these images allows us to form a "quasi-autocorrelation function" (QACF) that consists of the cross correlation between two such images without an intervening field cycle. The QACF provides a much more robust normalization for our memory measurements than a true ACF since the read-out noise, which dominates the ACF when the scattering intensity is low, is uncorrelated.
In a speckle metrology measurement of domain memory, the reduced mutual coherence due to the change in the speckle pattern between image pairs taken at fields separated by a half-(CPM) and full-cycles (RPM) is calculated. In previous measurements of memory,
mutual coherence is measured using two-dimensional, cross correlations in rectangular regions using periodic boundary conditions.
In this work we have developed a methodology whereby the angular symmetry in q allows for one-dimensional cross correlations to be formed as a function of azimuthal angle θ at fixed in-plane scattering vector q. We define an angular cross correlation operation CF (q, θ) between images I 1 and I 2 at scattering vector q by:
where α is a dummy variable for summation. A QACF is formed if I 1 and I 2 are different images taken on the same field cycle and a CCF is formed when I 1 and I 2 are taken on different field cycles. The CCF and QACF were calculated in annular regions of 15 CCD camera pixels wide (∆q = 0.00131 nm −1 ). The reduction of coordinates from the twodimensional image cross correlation to a one-dimensional angular cross correlation leads to line plots of cross correlations as shown in Fig. 2 (b) . These correlation functions have an uncorrelated background with a zero-displacement peak centered at θ = 0 due to correlated speckle. To isolate the zero-displacement peak we divide from the cross correlation functions a spline fit whose control points are chosen to exclude the peak. To quantify the magnetic memory, we define a microscopic radial memory coefficient ρ(q) between memory image pairs at scattering vector q as
where CCF (q, θ) and QACF (q, θ) are the spline-normalized correlations defined in Eq. (1) and the summation is over the width of the peak of 15 pixels.
We find that averaging the cross correlation functions in Fig. 2 measurement is similar in trends and behavior to the CPM measurement which we present here. The memory plot at 64 mT in Fig. 3 (b) (red squares) increases to a peak at q = 0.0384 nm −1 . At this q as the applied field is increased, the peak decreases in magnitude to a background level at H a = 256 mT indicating that, as the system further reverses, the memory at this length scale decreases. Although the scattering intensity at q = 0.0384 nm −1 is not large, the methodology outlined in this paper can extract information about the memory of magnetic domains at that length scale.
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With a peak in memory at a field near nucleation (64 mT) and at a q approximately 6 equal to the size of a single magnetic domain is suggestive that the peak is due to bubble domains. 9 The bubble domains have high memory meaning that they are reproducibly the same size upon nucleation. As reversal proceeds the bubble domains evolve into labyrinths but, as seen in both imaging and scattering experiments, the evolution is random. 6 The resulting random labyrinthine configurations exhibit low memory at all length scales. One may expect a peak in the memory at a q related to the average spacing between bubble nucleation points (approximately 700 nm), 9 but we are not able to access that scattering wave vector.
In conclusion, we present a method for extracting the q-dependent memory of a system.
The technique can be used on any system that scatters in transmission with annuli of constant in-plane q. Using this method we have observed a peak in the memory as the system begins to reverse, which is a signature to bubble domain formation. This peak decreases as the magnetization is reversed indicating that the bubble domains form into labyrinth domains, which have no memory. 
